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COMPANY PROFILE 

 
PASO SpA is an industrial company established in 1973 as the result of the enthusiastic work of the 

managerial and technical staff previously employed by the historical Milan-based company GELOSO, active since 
1931 and international leader on the market of professional soundbroadcasting. 

 
PASO took over GELOSO’s trademark, their patents and a valuable heritage of experience, skills and technical 
knowledge. 
 
With roots firmly embedded in solid and prestige know-how, the company continued to increase its knowledge in 
the field of system and industrial engineering, with the primary aim of constant evolution of its Public Address 
products, in terms of technology, quality and reliability. 
 
PASO SpA, a company of the FBT Group S.r.l., is now a leading company on the sound-broadcasting and 
congress system markets and is highly appreciated both in Italy and abroad. 
 
The key issue of the company’s policy is customer satisfaction, achieved by ensuring top-quality products and a 
top-quality service, pursued consistently and with enthusiasm, and supported by a catalogue of products able to 
meet all sorts of different needs as well as by a competent and professional sales department. All this is topped by 
the guarantee provided by the Quality System certified according to the latest version of UNI EN ISO 9001. 
 
In the current global marketplace context, PASO SpA claims with well-justified pride its identity as an Italian 
manufacturing company that designs, develops, makes and markets its own products. Thanks to the commitment 
and professional skills of its personnel, the company has always remained in step with the technological evolution 
of both its products and its manufacturing activities, complying with the appropriate standards and directives that 
have succeeded each other in time. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CERTIFICATE                 CERTIFICATE       CERTIFICATE       CERTIFICATE 
ISO 9000:2008                PROF. LIGHT & SOUND    EN 54 ‐16  EN 54‐24    SECURITY  
QUALITY SYSTEM                AWARD        VOICE EVACUATION PRODUCTS  IN THE FACTORY 
BY MASINI ‐ ACCREDIA              BY PLAZA        BY IST. MASINI      SILAQ 


